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“

Any festival like ASFF’s that showcases Spanish talent
and films is incredibly important and something that

“”

needs to be supported.

Peter Greenaway – ASFF 1st Edition

“

I am so happy to be at ASFF. The fact that my film has
been selected for this festival, it will be a great push

.“”

for the release in the Netherlands.

Julio Medem – ASFF 2nd Edition

Sin Fin Cinema (SFC) is an Amsterdam
based film company working in film
exhibition and distribution with a special
focus on Spanish cinema

Founder & Director
Virginia Pablos

Contact
We take the freshest and most distinctive independent
films to wide and diverse audiences worldwide. Sin Fin
Cinema is dedicated to the organisation of cultural
events, film programming and exhibition and
distributiing and promoting Spanish Cinematic
experiences.

Formally engaged with research led projects exploring
the legacies and potential of filmmakers and video
artists around the world, we curate all steps of film
programmes for different institutions such as cinemas,
art centres, museums and consortiums

Silodam 311
1013AW Amsterdam
www.sinfincinema.com
www.amsterdamspanishfilmfestival.com
Registration
Chamber of Commerce 60698195
VAT 413157611B01
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ASFF VIDEO REPORT

https://vimeo.com/178915297

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The 2nd Edition of the
Amsterdam Spanish Film
Festival (ASFF) ran from
Wednesday 25th to
Monday 30 of May 2016,
under direction of
Virginia Pablos

The six-day event was made up of 5 sections: Spanish feature
films (Core), Latin American films and documentaries (Focus
Latino), experimental short films (Spanish Cinema Without
Fear), and another two special sections called Treasure from
the Past and Vermouth Time.
The ASFF 2nd Edition included a special launch event days
before the festival begun (9th of May) and special opening and
closing galas.
This year the festival featured a selection of films from various
genres, demonstrating the compelling variety of Spanish and
Latin American cinema in all its richness. From engaging
thrillers to entertaining comedies, from moving dramas and
action movies to documentaries and shorts, this selection
demonstrated the dynamism and creativity of filmmaking at
this point in time.

2nd Edition: a brilliant success of attendance
3.200 people

ASFF 2016 included the presence of acclaimed and honored
filmmakers such as Julio Medem (nominated for the Palm d’Or
in Cannes and winner of Best Director at the Goya Awards as
well as being nominated on 9 other occasions); Cesc Gay
(winner of Best Director and Best Original Screenplay at the
Goya Awards 2016); Dani de la Torre (nominated for Best New
Director at the Goya Awards 2016), Marina Seresesky
(nominated for Best Director and Best Screenplay at several
film festivals) and Inés París (nominated for Best New Director
at the Goya Awards). Also presented were famous and terrific
actors and actresses like Inma Cuesta and Asier Etxeandía
(both nominated for Best Actor and Actress at the Goya Awards
2016), Fele Martinez (winner of Best Actor at the Goya Awards),
and special guests like Karin Lechner, one of the most
talented and famous pianist in the world.
In summary, not only were main business goals reached and
the audience capture by the selection of films and the convival
atmosphere after screenings, but also the people of the film
industry in the Netherlands and our Spanish guests all gave us
positive feedback about their experience in the 2nd Edition of
the Amsterdam Spanish Film Festival.

HIGHLIGHTS
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ASFF HIGHLIGHTS
Our programme included 14 Dutch
PREMIERES.
2 new sections: Treasures of the past
& Vermouth Time.
Launch Event : TRUMAN (Dutch
Premiere) with Cesc Gay.

€ 61,593 Advertorial Value.
15 media representative attended the
Festival from different media outlets.

ASFF introduced 23 films from Spain and
Latin America to the Dutch audience,
composed of 13 feature fiction films, 8
short films and 2 documentaries.
The Opening Night attracted 633 paying
visitors and featured Inma Cuesta as our
guest.
More than 64 individual items of media
coverage (including articles, reviews,
interviews and mentions).
ASFF celebrated the Dutch Premiere of
MA MA and it was followed by a Q&A
with Julio Medem and Asier Etxeandía.

Films such as “Truman”, “La Novia” and
“Ma Ma” filled the room until the sold
out banner was hung.
Several collaborations with IDFA,
FilmKrant and FilmAgenda.

“PIANIST STREET” in collaboration with
IDFA, included the presence of the
acclaimed pianist, Karin Lechner.

ASFF hosted 20 guests: Julio Medem,
Cesc Gay, Marina Seresesky, Inma
Cuesta, Asier Etxeandía and Inés París,
among others.

AUDIENCE PROFILE
Surveys taken during the screenings, insights from our website’s visitors
and the most engaged followers of our media sites and information
gathered at the box office, tell us that our audience included a variety of
cultures.

The following quantitative performance indicators
were established to measure Amsterdam Spanish Film
Festival’s success in reaching its 2016 goals:
15

Number of films presented

12
10

Total Spanish Films presented

Our main target is an Influencer

6

At SIN FIN CINEMA, we define our target as an influencer, since they have
the capability to create and generate opinion in their social environment
thanks to their deep knowledge of the industry.

4
4

Total Latino Films presented

Total co - productions

Secondary segments are graduate students, Spanish and Latin American
youth and adults, and students of Spanish language.

1
2
19
19

Total screenings

Attendance at screenings

3300
3126

Number of Dutch Premieres

14

Total number of industry members
who attended








Culture consumers.
Entertainment consumers.
Dutch and foreign people interested in European Cinema
Film Industry professionals.
Spanish and Latin American communities in The Netherlands.
Students of Spanish.

8

19%
others
65
42

39%
Spanish
speakers

15

Number of accredited media

Volunteers

Our main segment is well-educated professionals, men and women aged
between 25 to 55 years old, who are highly active cultural consumers
or/and producers, interested in cinema and other cultures and (mostly)
based in Amsterdam.

14
19
12
2016
2015

55%

80% of our audience is

45%

between 25 – 55 years
old

AUDIENCE PROFILE

PERFORMANCE INDIC.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

MKT STRATEGY

MARKETING STRATEGY
The main marketing goals for the 2nd
Edition of Amsterdam Spanish Film
Festival were to:
• Collaborate with Dutch distributors in
order to create more awareness and
distribution of Spanish language films
in the cinemas of the Netherlands.
• Generate higher media exposure
thanks to Dutch press, film industry
collaborators, partners and sponsors.
• Host the hottest actors and actresses
of the moment and the most
talented Directors.

10K FESTIVAL PROGRAMME GUIDES
22K UNIQUE VISITORS
6,100 FOLLOWERS
36K NEWSLETTERS SENT
with a 27% open rate

€ 61,593 Advertorial Value
3,1MM people reached

› Website
The 2016 website included new functionality and refreshed design, with a focus on mobile
experience. Visitation grew with 22.341 unique visitors, up 78% on 2015. Total visits were 31.463, up
41% on 2015.
› Social Media
We believe in the power of social media to connect with audiences, and we produced tailored
content throughout the campaign. In our 2nd Edition, every post we fired off throughout the whole
period, shared a #asff2016 hashtag—showcasing Festival moments during the days and nights and
announcing the programme. We also encouraged to our audience to share their moments using the
same hashtag.
Strong growth was enjoyed across all of the Festival’s social media channels—through dedicated
and content-driven strategies.
•
•
•
•

Facebook (Sin Fin Cinema + new fan page ASFF): 4,617 Likes (53% increase on 2015)
Twitter (SFC + new ASFF profile): 1,214 followers (50% increase on 2015)
Instagram new ASFF profile: 274 followers
The Festival’s videos were viewed on Facebook and Vimeo: 1,730 times.

Bol.com, Amsterdam Language Café, Espanja!, Cineart, Cinemien, Magazines as Zen, cinema blogs
such as Indebioscoop, city blogs, The Eye, Pathe shared our events in their social channels.
In addition, ASFF’s guests like Asier Etxeandía, Inma Cuesta or Marina Seresesky shared their
experiences at the Festival too.
› Newsletters
Our newsletter remains one of the most effective ways of driving traffic through to our website,
surpassing paid advertising. Over 36,000 emails were sent during the 2016 campaign period
(including an early programme announcement), accounting for nearly 60% of all website traffic.
Our number of subscribers climbed to 6,000 and the overall open rate remains steady at 27%,
surpassing industry benchmarks. Dedicated newsletters to Eye (25,000), Pathé (111,000) and
Cineville (21,000) subscribers were sent prior to the Festival beggining.

MKT STRATEGY

DIGITAL

MKT STRATEGY

The marketing campaign was from the Programme Launch on 20 March to the conclusion of the Festival on
30 May.
What is new in this edition is that a major festival event was held prior to the full Programme : TRUMAN’s
DUTCH PREMIERE on 9 May in collaboration with distributors Cinemien.
PUBLICATIONS
› Festival Program guide & Posters
The cornerstone of the Festival’s promotions is the 32-page Program Guide. 10,000 copies were printed and distributed throughout
Amsterdam, in key cultural locations and a digital version was distributed online.
Complementing the Program Guide was a dedicated poster highlighting the Festival and its supporters. 500 copies were distributed
throughout Amsterdam and its cultural café network and at key Festival venues including Pathé and The Eye.
› Trailer
The ASFF trailer was played repeatedly at the Festival cinemas in Amsterdam for two months before the Festival, reaching 98,000
people.
Additionally, it was shared in online magazines and blogs.
OUTREACH
ASFF outreach initiatives included our involvement in other festivals, such as World Amsterdam Festival, Dutch Flamenco Biennale,
IDFA., as well as with media like Filmkrant and FilmAgenda.
We also carried out extensive outreach through partnership with cinemas across Amsterdam: The Movies, FilmHallen, and Dutch
distributors like Cineart, Cinemien, Fortissimo Films, Warner Bros. NL.
PUBLICITY
The marketing strategy is underpinned by a vigorous publicity campaign, generating over 42 pieces of editorial across newspapers,
magazines, radio, TV and digital— representing a € 61,593 editorial value and reaching 2,900,000 people.
• Het Parool
Advertorial value: € 1,860
Reach: 381,000

• NRC
Advertorial value: € 1,000
Reach: 375,000
For further info on media coverage, please request our Press Clipping.
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An example of our posts
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An example of posts
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Social media Colaborators
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Colaborators & audience

Sent to 5.000 subscribers from April to May 2016
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NEWSLETTERS

Festival Guides
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Magazines, posters and

ASFF’s Poster displayed
in De Jaren, among
others.
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POSTERS

As always Amsterdam Spanish
Film Festival partnered with key
government and corporate
organisations in 2015. Without
these partnerships, the Festival
simply would not be possible.
A sponsor of the Festival enjoys benefits such as
brand exposure on our website (32. 000 visits in
May); on-site digital signage at associated events
and venues ; the placement of their corporate logo
in all of our publications and promotional
materials (Festival guide Programme, Posters,
Festival Trailer showcased at Pathé and The Eye
throughout the two months preceding and sixdays event itself, and the 36,000 emails sent;
and the mention of the profiles of our sponsors in
all posts related to them.
Furthermore, there was a huge display of
sponsors in the audience of the Festival and those
interested in cultural events in the city,
characterised by a high engagement and high
social and cultural profile.
The sponsors showed satisfaction with the
recognition received and praised the organisation
of the Festival, careful programming and the list of
top actors and directors invited .

Amsterdam Spanish Film Festival would like to thank the following for their support:

SPONSORSHIP
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SPONSORS &
PUBLIC SUPPORTERS
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ASFF wanted to create
more space and consider
the artistic quality of
Spanish (language) cinema.
OVERVIEW
The cultural discourse in the commercial
cinematic field in the Netherlands - too often
dominated by hypes, American blockbusters and
sequels – has little room for the various forms of
Spanish and Spanish-language cinema (and other
alternative cinema) in the programming of the big
cinemas in Amsterdam. This is despite the fact
that this kind of cinema was generally received
well in the past by Dutch critics and visitors alike.

In this context, ASFF wanted to create more space to
consider the (artistic) quality of fictional storytelling,
documentary storytelling, experimental cinema and
classical pieces in the Spanish (language) context on
the stage. Our goal was to convey the history,
current status and the future of Spanish cinema by
combining a multicultural audience with the
filmmakers, and incorporating aspects of Spanish
culture at each of our events.

Amsterdam is characterised by the vast amount of
different cultures present, therefore it seemed to us the
ideal environment in which to reach our objectives. By
bringing these beliefs and ideas together the ASFF came
up with the celebration of the second edition.
After the success experienced by the ASFF in May 2015,
the 2nd edition was held 25 – 30th May, 2016. It was a
incredible and high-quality programme with Q&As
where visitors had the chance to meet special guests and
experience Spanish culture and cinema.

Under this structure, we wanted to host an
intercultural exchange and further development
since we believe it is important in today's society to
make the unknown familiar. Also, to celebrate
different cultures and bring them together. Cinema
brings people together in a unique way through their
common love and interest in seeing their own culture
and those of others.

All of this took place in the City of Amsterdam. Given the
success of the first edition, the second edition of the
festival incorporated an extra day. The six-day
programme brought a total of fifteen Spanish and
Spanish-language films divided into three sections. The
festival is growing, not only with regards to the length
and the number of films (in 2015 there were twelve films),
but also in brand awareness and as a respected
institution in the Dutch cultural field.

The 2nd edition of the Amsterdam Spanish Film Festival programme consisted of several activities in which Spanish cinema,
film art and culture came first.
All films premiered at our festival. Ten of the fifteen showings were followed by a Q & A with directors, actors and artists, all of
them under the guidance of professional moderators who are well respected in their field, including Linda Duits, Gerlinda
Heywegen, Raúl Niño Zambrano and Hedwig van Driel.
In this forum, the public had the chance to learn more about the deeper meaning of the films through the questions of the
moderator. There were also room for the audience to ask questions to their favourite filmmakers . This created some special
highlights, like the live performance of Inma Cuesta singing “La Tarara” or Asier Etxeandía singing too.
Moreover, the visitor was offered an extensive 'Spanish' experience during the festival evenings. After a number of movie nights,
while enjoying Spanish wine, tapas and jamon ibérico, the public had the opportunity to have direct contact with international
filmmakers, actors and other film professionals., which is increasingly difficult in larger film festivals. This intimate characteristic of
ASFF sets it apart from other festivals.
The films were selected on the basis of a number of criteria and characteristics. The ASFF - in partnership with Dutch, Spanish and
Latin-American distributors - used the following guidelines:
> films demonstrate certain social trends and highlight a social theme.
> films that offer an insight into Spanish culture.
> films that have an international impact or have already had an international impact in other festivals in 2015 and / or 2016.
> a diverse programme where different genres are covered, such as drama, comedy, thriller and documentary.

FESTIVAL PROGRAMME
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Launch event in Pathé Tuschinski theatre
A special press conference where the first film was shown and we officially launched the programme.

> Truman (2015) and Q&A Cesc Gay (Dir.) - a tragicomedy, also selected for the Festival of San Sebastian, Toronto
International Film Festival, BFI London Film Festival and La Biennale di Venezia.

Core programme in Pathé Tuschinski theatre and Eye Film Institute.
A careful selection of some of the most exciting recent Spanish films from a variety of genres reflecting the dynamism and creativity of
Spanish Cinema today.

> La Novia (2015) and Q&A Inma Cuesta (actress), a drama, also selected for the Sevilla Festival de Cine Europeo, Festival de
San Sebastián, Miami International Film Festival, International Film Festival Rotterdam.

> Nadie Quiere La Noche (2015), drama, also selected for International Film Festival Berlin.
> La Puerta Abierta (2016) and Q&A Marina Seresesky (D.) and Asier Atxeandia (actor) a tragicomedy selected for
Shangai International Film Festival.

> Ma Ma (2015) and Q&A Julio Medem (D.) And Asier Atxeandia (actor), a drama, also selected for Toronto International
Film Festival and BFI London Film Festival.

> A Cambio De Nada (2015), also selected for the Festival of San Sebastián and Festival of Málaga.
> La Noche Que Mi Madre Mató Mi Padre (2016) and Q&A Inés París (D.) and Fele Martínez (actor) , comedy selected
for Festival de Málaga (2 screenings).
> El Desconocido (2015) and Q&A Dani de la Torre (D.), thriller nominated to Best Film at the Goya Awards.

FESTIVAL PROGRAMME

FESTIVAL PROGRAMME

The programme consisted of the following components:

A showcase of the best and newest Latin America cinema from this year, with a selection of films that will give you a glimpse into
Latin America cinema.

> La Calle De Los Pianistas (2015) with live pianist concert Karin Lechner and a Q&A afterwards, also selected
for the Festival of Malaga.

> Paulina (2015), Argentinian, Brazilian and French co-production selected for the Critics’ weeks of Cannes Festival (2
performances)

> Los 33 (2015) a co-production from Chile and Colombia.
> Las Plantas (2015), also selected for International Film Festival Berlin.

Vermouth Time in Pathé Tuschinski theatre
A chance in our programme to discover an revive an age-old Spanish tradition, one of the most important culinary moments as far
as Spanish socialising around food is concerned.
There has been always a common phrase in Spanish: “Let’s have a vermouth”, which reflects the importance of this moment for
Spaniards. It talks about an exact moment of the week (on weekends at noon), and involves a gathering among friends to have “El
aperitivo” (a drink with tapas), always before lunch.
This year, ASFF aims to give back its old glory to this “midday oasis”.

> Fuera De Carta
> El Somni

FESTIVAL PROGRAMME
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Focus Latino in Pathé Tuschinski theatre and Eye Film Institute

A special film section which shows Spanish works that defy tradition, that have the courage to experiment with something beyond
and on the periphery of the Spanish cinematographic industry. Films that are concerned with artistic expression and that go
beyond the boundaries of traditional narrative. Our main objective is to offer a space of knowledge and discussion around works
that challenge forms of fictional narrative and documentary methods.

> Out
> Inausketa
> Eusebio, El Americano
> Tres Corderos
> Si No Fuera El Ayer Hoy
> Desierto Circular, Q&A Maya Watanabe (D.)
> Yu Yu, Q&A Marc Johnson (D.)
> Digital Trauma, Q&A María Molina (D.)

Treasures from the Past in Pathé Tuschinski Theatre.
A chance in our programme to re-discover forgotten gems of Spanish cinema. By adding one of Spain's most important film
classics “El Mundo Sigue” by Fernando Fernan Gómez (1963), ASFF included an art history context in its programming.

Link to the ASFF Programme overview: http://www.amsterdamspanishfilmfestival.com/programme/
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Spanish Cinema Without Fear in Eye Film Institute.

FOCUS LATINO

TREASURES FROM THE PAST

CORE

VERMOUTH TIME

SPANISH CINEMA WITHOUT FEAR
YUYU

INAUSKETA

SI EL AYER NO
FUERA HOY

DIGITAL
TRAUMA

DESIERTO
CIRCULAR

OUT

EUSEBIO, EL
AMERICANO
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LAUNCH EVENT

The second edition of the Festival started with the
th

Dutch Premiere of TRUMAN on 9 of May.
A comedy-drama film directed by the two time Goya-winning
director Cesc Gay. It was the recipient of five Goya Awards (out of
six nominations), including Best Film, Best Director, Best Original
Screenplay, and Best Actor, as well as numerous other awards
(including 2 San Sebastian International Film Festival Shells).

Cesc Gay wanted to enjoy the Festival and the beautiful city of
Amsterdam with his family, so they came with two days before
the launch event.
The 340 spectators who were arriving at the wonderful Pathe
Tuschinski had the opportunity to enjoy a cold Mahou in the
Mahou corner close to the photocall.
Before the screening Virginia Pablos (ASFF Director), Bas
Visser (ASFF Communication Manager) and Estrella Zapatero
(a talented Spanish actress) gave an introduction of the
Festival’s Program to the audience.
The trailer of the festival was screened for the first time in our
Festival and was greeted with loud applause. Following that,
our sponsors’ trailers and the movie were screened.
After the movie the audience had the chance to ask any
questions to the Director Cesc Gay, assisted by the fun and
dynamic moderator Linda Duits. The movie really reached and
inspired the public, extending the 30-minute Q&A to 45
minutes.
To finish the event, movie viewers enjoyed white and red wine
from 68 bottles provied by Hacienda Zorita, and were able to
talk to the director in person.

FESTIVAL PROGRAMME
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HIGHLIGHTS: LAUNCH EVENT

The ASFF Opening Night Film was The

Bride/La

novia.
A drama film directed by Paula Ortiz. The screenplay is
based on Blood Wedding, the 1933 tragedy by Federico
García Lorca and was nominated for 12 Goya Awards,
winning two of them.
Spectators arriving at the wonderful Pathe Tuschinski
had the opportunity to enjoy a cold Mahou in the
Mahou corner next to the photocall.
The Festival was graced with the presence of the Bride,
played by the three-time Goya nominee for Best
Actress Inma Cuesta, who surprised the audience
during the Q&A by singing La Tarara, the main song
from the soundtrack of the movie and Festival Trailer.
She also gifted us with beautiful words about our
trailer.
The opening night screening attracted a record
audience. 655 attendants came to watch La Novia
and enjoy the amazing atmosphere afterwards.
After the movie the attendees enjoyed incredible and
high quality jamón ibérico offered by Pata Negra
sliced by the expert hands of Cati Gómez, maestra

cortadora.
People also enjoyed delicious red and white wine
126 bottles thanks to Hacienda Zorita as well as
fabulous Spanish Tapas from Pikoteo and Spanish
beer thanks to Mahou in our photocall.
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HIGHLIGHTS: OPENING NIGHT
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HIGHLIGHTS: OPENING NIGHT

This documentary has been one of the few exceptions of the Pathé
Tuschinski, screening a documentary in the main theater
room.
Pianists Street tells a story about a little street in Brussels named
Rue Bosquet, where two identical buildings stand together. In one
of these buildings lives the famous concert pianist Martha
Argerich, the Argentine who is recognized as one of the most
original and temperamental pianists of her time. Next door we
find the Tiempo-Lechner family, renowned for their lineage of
piano prodigies, all of whom have performed upon the most
prominent stages in the world. The matriarch and pedagogue Lyl
Tiempo, her renowned children Sergio Tiempo and Karin Lechner;
and Karin’s very young daughter Natasha, only thirteen years old.
Natasha, the last promise of the “pianists street”, has to bear the
legacy of four generations of great musicians.
After the screening the audience was surprised by an incredible
performance by Karin Lechner, the protagonist, on a
beautiful grand piano, thanks to BolPianos.com
Afterwards, the audience had the chance to ask any questions to
Karin Lechner, assisted by the hand of the dynamic moderator
Raúl Niño Zambrano. The movie really reached and inspired the
public, extending the Q&A over the time scheduled.
A representative of the Argentinian Embassy gave a speech on
stage to congratulate the artist and the Festival.
To close the event, movie viewers could enjoyed Argentinian wine
gifted by Argentinian Embassy, and were able to talk to Karin in
person.
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HIGHLIGHTS: PIANIST STREET

The Dutch Premiere of Ma Ma, the latest film of award
winning director Julio Medem, starring Penélope Cruz, took
place on the third day of our Festival.
The screening was attended by the Goya-winning director
Julio Medem and the young and talented actor Asier
Etxeandia.
Spectators arriving at the wonderful Pathe Tuschinski had the
opportunity to enjoy a cold Mahou in the Mahou corner, next
to the photocall, before and after the film.
The Ma Ma screening attracted a record audience.
400 attendants came to watch Ma Ma and enjoy the
Q&A with Julio Medem and Asier Etxeandía,
moderated by Sasja Koetsier afterwards.
After the movie the attendees enjoyed incredible and
high quality jamón ibérico offered by Pata Negra and
sliced by the expert hands of Cati Gómez, maestra

cortadora.
People also enjoyed delicious red and white wine
from 80 bottles by Hacienda Zorita and fabulous
Spanish tapas (tortilla de patata, ensaladilla and
gazpacho andaluz) from Pikoteo, as well as cold
Mahou beers at our photocall.
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HIGHLIGHTS: MA MA PREMIERE

The Dutch Premiere of El Desconocido
(Retribution), the latest film of award nominated
director Dani de la Torre, starring Luis Tosar, took place
at the Festival.
The screening was attended by the Goya-nominated
director Dani de la Torre and a special banner and
touristic information of Galicia and Tour España was
displayed in the hall of Pathé Tuschinski.
Spectators arriving at the wonderful Pathe Tuschinski
had the opportunity to enjoy the film, filmed in A
Coruña, in the main room of the theatre and a second
screening the day after. Fist screening was presented by
Carmen Pita Urgoiti from Xunta de Galicia.
Retribution screening attracted a record audience that
came to watch Retribution and enjoy the Q&A with Dani
de la Torre, moderated by Linda Duits afterwards..

After the movie the attendees
enjoyed incredible and high quality
wine offered by Hacienda Zorita..
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HIGHLIGHTS: EL DESCONOCIDO

The closing night took place in the beautiful Film Museum Eye, in its largest
room, with a large public audience.
At the end of the screening, the director of the Festival Virginia Pablos said
goodbye to the second edition of the Spanish Film Festival by the side of her
complete team, giving a short speech thanking all sponsors for their support.
To close the Amsterdam Spanish Film Festival, After the movie the
attendees enjoyed incredible and high quality jamón ibérico offered by
Pata Negra and sliced by the expert hands of Cati Gómez, maestra

cortadora.
People also enjoyed a delicious red and white wine from 70 bottles
by Hacienda Zorita, in the beautiful main hall of Dutch

Filmoteque The Eye.
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HIGHLIGHTS: CLOSING NIGHT

Julio Medem

31 wins and 19 nominations: Cannes Film Festival, Goya Awards, British
Film Institute and the European Film Awards, among others.
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Inma Cuesta
Goya Awards: Nominated as Best Lead Actress for
La Novia
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Asier Etxeandía

Goya Awards: Nominated as Best Lead Actor for La Novia
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Karin Lechner

Karin Lechner has performed in major concert halls all over the world.
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Raul Niño Zambrano

Programmer at International Documentary Film Festival
Amsterdam (IDFA). Presentor and moderator for La Calle de los
Pianistas
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Sasja Koetsier

Filmkrant Journalist. Presentor and moderator for Ma Ma
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Gerlinda Heywegen

Film Journalist. Moderator for La Novia
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Marina Seresesky

La Puerta Abierta won the Audiece Award at the Transylvania
International Film Festival in 2016
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Dani de la Torre

Goya Awards: Nominated as Best New Director
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Inés París

Goya Awards: Nominated as Best New Director
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Fele Martínez

Goya Awards: Best New Actor. Nominated for Best European Actor
at European Film Awards
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The Second Edition of Amsterdam Spanish Film Festival was extremely successful in raising the profile of industry initiatives at the ASFF. It
brought new opportunities to Spanish and Latin American filmmakers and content creators, and offered beneficial networking initiatives and
programs to facilitate business relationships.

ASFF is a unique film exhibition initiative which allows people based in Amsterdam (as well as those further afield) to discover and
engage with the Spanish film industry and cultural creative proposals in the cinematic field.
A pioneer, and one of a kind in its field, the ASFF brought Spanish cinema to Amsterdam for the first time in a considered, cohesive and
consistent manner.

ASFF showed a consistent number of attendees - this proves awareness and a market. We recognize the ongoing need to continue growing
and maturing. This means developing increasingly stronger ties with filmmakers, content producers and industry professionals; not only in
Amsterdam but globally, whilst maintaining strong relationships with government agencies, industry associations and corporate partners.

Moving forward from the success of the 2016 festival, we will continue to monitor the projects and initiatives already created and in progress.
We will also be looking at ways to expand and improve further the ASFF’s reputation and programming. ASFF will continue to focus on
establishing Amsterdam as a key location for Spanish and Latino filmmakers to promote and distribute their work in the Netherlands.

The ASFF - launched, coordinated and skillfully programmed by SIN FIN CINEMA - provided unique events and an insight into the most
innovative film dialogues that are currently developing inside non-standard and narrative audiovisual formats. The ASFF programme
exhibited the current trends and focus of mainstream Spanish cinema, and simultaneously shone a spotlight on independent and art house
Spanish films.
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